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The polar covalent bond between a single Au atom terminating the apex of an atomic force
microscope tip and a C atom of graphene on SiC(0001) is exposed to an external electric field. For
one field orientation the Au–C bond is strong enough to sustain the mechanical load of partially
detached graphene, whilst for the opposite orientation the bond breaks easily. Calculations based on
density functional theory and nonequilibrium Green’s function methods support the experimental
observations by unveiling bond forces that reflect the polar character of the bond. Field-induced
charge transfer between the atomic orbitals modifies the polarity of the different electronegative
reaction partners and the Au–C bond strength.

Exploring the impact of electric fields on the modifi-
cation of chemical-bond strengths is important for, e. g.,
electron transport across contacts in miniaturized devices
and circuits [1]. Previously, the bond strength was con-
trolled by modifying the number of covalent bonds atom
by atom with the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) giving rise to characteristic changes in the over-
all junction conductance [2, 3]. Electric-field effects and
electrostatic forces have moreover been identified as no-
table ingredients for interpreting the contrast mechanism
of an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip terminated by
a single CO molecule [4–10].

Given the relevance of individual chemical bonds and
electrostatic effects in junctions at the ultimate scale it
is desirable to explore the response of a single bond to an
external electric field. The combined experimental and
theoretical work presented here provides direct evidence
for the influence of an electric field on the strength of
a polar covalent bond between two atoms. An AFM is
used to form and break in a controllable manner a bond
between the Au atom terminating the AFM tip and a C
atom of graphene on SiC(0001). The electric field is sup-
plied by applying a voltage across the atomic junction.
An electric field pointing from the C to the Au atom (pos-
itive sample voltage Vsample) yields a strong Au–C bond
that enables the detachment of graphene from the surface
in the course of tip retraction; the opposite field direc-
tion (negative Vsample), in contrast, induces a weak and
easily breakable Au–C bond. Density functional calcula-
tions including biased electrodes trace these observations
to short-range bond forces that result from the polar co-
valent Au–C chemical bond whose strength is determined
by the field-dependent charge allocation at the atoms.

Figure 1 summarizes the first part of novel experimen-
tal results for clean [Fig. 1(a)–(c)] and Li-intercalated
[Fig. 1(d)–(f)] graphene on SiC(0001) [11]. Clean
graphene [Fig. 1(a)] yields STM images that are char-
acterized by the previously reported 6 × 6 superlattice
with a spatial period of 1.72 ± 0.17 nm [12, 13] and the
graphene lattice where the honeycomb cells are sepa-
rated by 0.23± 0.02 nm, in agreement with expectations

(0.246 nm) [14]. For Li-intercalated graphene the 6 × 6
superstructure is absent [Fig. 1(d)], signaling the efficient
migration of Li through the Bernal-stacked graphene and
C buffer layer on SiC(0001) [15–17].

Approaching the AFM tip towards the graphene lat-
tice with Vsample = −700 mV and simultaneously record-
ing the resonance frequency change, ∆f , of the oscillat-
ing tuning fork leads to the distance-dependent data set
referred to as ∆f↓(z) (z: tip displacement) in the fol-
lowing and depicted as the upper solid line in Fig. 1(b).
The associated vertical force [18, 19], F↓(z), appears as
the lower solid line. Care has been taken to show well-
posed force data by appropriately adjusting the maxi-
mum probed distance range with respect to the posi-
tion of inflection points in the extracted force [20]. The
minimum signals the point of maximum attraction. Be-
yond contact the evolution of F↓(z) deviates from the
expected Lennard-Jones behavior, which would exhibit a
steep increase due to Pauli repulsion. Most likely, atomic
relaxations of the junction geometry are the cause for
the deviations. Retraction of the AFM tip gives rise
to ∆f↑(z) and F↑(z) data that are depicted as dashed
lines in Fig. 1(b). Obviously, approach and retraction
data virtually coincide, that is, ∆f↓(z) ≈ ∆f↑(z) and
F↓(z) ≈ F↑(z). Using the opposite polarity of Vsample

[Fig. 1(c)] leads to a significantly different behavior of
∆f↓(z) and ∆f↑(z). Rather than reaching a well defined
minimum, ∆f↓ abruptly changes its slope [21]. Com-
mencing the tip retraction at point A, ∆f↑(z) data do
not reproduce ∆f↓(z) in the contact region. The ∆f↑
trace intersects ∆f↓ at point R before coinciding with
∆f↓(z) for further retraction giving rise to a ∆f loop.

A similar trend of ∆f↓ and ∆f↑ was observed for Li-
intercalated graphene [Fig. 1(d)], i. e., ∆f↓(z) and ∆f↑(z)
are essentially identical for Vsample < 0 V [Fig. 1(e)]
and strongly deviate from each other for Vsample > 0 V
[Fig. 1(f)]. The loop width spanned by the distance be-
tween A and R, δ = zA − zR, is, however, larger for Li-
intercalated graphene than for its pristine counterpart.

The presented contact experiments are reproducible.
Subsequent approach-retraction cycles using the same
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FIG. 1. (a) Constant-current STM image of clean graphene [bias voltage: −10 mV, tunneling current: 55 pA, size: 9.7 nm ×
9.7 nm, the gray scale ranges from 0 pm (black) to 67 pm (white)] with close-up view of the graphene lattice [1 mV, 33 pA,
0 pm (black) – 100 pm (white)]. (b) ∆f(z) for clean graphene, Vsample = −700 mV (approach: from left to right, upper solid
line; retraction: from right to left, upper dashed line). The vertical force F is displayed as the lower solid (approach) and
dashed (retraction) line (Fmin: point of maximum attraction). (c) ∆f(z) for clean graphene, Vsample = 700 mV (A: start of tip
retraction; R: intersection of ∆f↓ and ∆f↑ data. (d) Like (a) for Li-intercalated graphene [100 mV, 51 pA, 10 nm× 10 nm, 0 pm
(black) – 81 pm (white); close-up view: 100 mV, 50 pA, 0 pm (black) – 32 pm (white)]. (e) ∆f(z) for Li-intercalated graphene,
Vsample = −80 mV. (f) Like (e), Vsample = 80 mV. The loop width of ∆f(z) is δ. In (b), (c) and (e), (f) z = 0 pm is defined as
the tip position prior to deactivating the feedback control and retracting the tip into the tunneling range (z < 0 pm).

tip, Vsample and contact site yield virtually identical
∆f(z) data and leave the structural integrity of tip and
sample invariant [22]. Therefore, forming and breaking
the covalent tip–graphene bond is reversible. Moreover,
the current evolution I(z) across the junction exhibits a
consistent loop behavior [21].

Before discussing the Vsample dependence of the ∆f
loop, a tentative interpretation of the experimental obser-
vations shall be offered here and corroborated below by
the simulations. It seems that the chemical bond formed
upon tip approach at Vsample > 0 V is strong enough to
locally detach the graphene sheet upon tip retraction.
Therefore, the ∆f↓ data necessarily differ from ∆f↑ for
those distances where the graphene sheet is partially at-
tached to the tip. The point where the ∆f(z) loop closes
[R in Fig. 1(c),(f)] would then correspond to the release
of the lifted graphene. At Vsample < 0 V, in contrast, ∆f↓
and ∆f↑ nearly coincide, i. e., the chemical bond formed
between the tip and graphene is weak and easily broken
by tip retraction – the graphene sheet remains on the
surface and impedes the evolution of a ∆f loop.

To further characterize the ∆f behavior upon tip ap-
proach and retraction and its dependence on the Vsample

polarity, several other aspects were explored and are pre-
sented as the second part of novel experimental results
in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a),(b) compares δ(Vsample) for clean

[Fig. 2(a)] and Li-intercalated [Fig. 2(b)] graphene for a
variety of tips. The different tips are characterized by
the magnitude of Fmin. Repeatedly performed field emis-
sion on and indentations into a Au substrate presum-
ably cover the PtIr tip apex with Au and lead to dif-
ferent macroscopic tip shapes. Therefore, the long-range
van der Waals interaction between tip and surface is al-
tered, which is reflected by Fmin. Both samples exhibit
an asymmetric evolution of δ with the sign of Vsample.
Whilst δ vanishes for Vsample ≤ 0 V it starts to increase
monotonically for Vsample > 0 V. Moreover, δ stays com-
parably low for clean graphene. At Vsample = 1 V, δ is
still lower than 750 pm [Fig. 2(a)]. For Li-intercalated
graphene and a tip with similar force minimum Fmin as
in the case of clean graphene, δ adopts nearly 2000 pm
already at Vsample = 0.1 V [Fig. 2(b)]. This effect is most
likely caused by graphene being in its quasi-free state,
which facilitates its detachment from the surface.

For the Li-intercalated sample, δ(Vsample) data ob-
tained are collected in Fig. 2(b). A clear trend is visi-
ble. An increase of |Fmin| entails a larger slope of δ for
Vsample > 0 V, i. e., δ adopts large values already at low
Vsample. This observation is plausible because the long-
range van der Waals force acts as an additional back-
ground attraction and assists in lifting the graphene sheet
[23–25]. The strength of the covalent tip–graphene bond,
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FIG. 2. (a) δ(Vsample) for clean graphene. (b) Like (a)
for Li-intercalated graphene. Different tips in (a) and (b)
are characterized by Fmin. (c) Site dependence of δ(Vsample)
for Li-intercalated graphene. (d) Constant-height ∆f map
[0.47 nm × 0.47 nm, −8.7 Hz (dark) – 7.5 Hz (bright)] of a
graphene honeycomb cell.

however, is determined by the short-range bond force, as
clarified by the calculations below.

In a different set of experiments the graphene lattice
site dependence of the characteristic ∆f behavior was
explored. To this end, the high symmetry points of the
honeycomb cell [a C atom, a C–C bond and a honeycomb
center, Fig. 2(d)] were scrutinized. Despite the differ-
ent lattice sites probed, δ(Vsample) is similar [Fig. 2(c)].
This observation indicates a preferred bond configura-
tion that is achieved by relaxations of atom positions
both at the tip apex and the graphene lattice and that
is, therefore, a configuration adopted independent of the
approach position. Selectively enhanced chemical reac-
tivity of graphene C atoms on a metal surface were in-
ferred previously from tunneling-to-contact transitions in
STM junctions [26].

The density functional and transport calculations [27]
were carried out for a simplified quasi-one-dimensional
Au tip on top of a free finite graphene sheet [Fig. 3(a)]
[28, 29]. They showed that the relaxation of the junction
geometry prefers the top-C position to the hollow (by
≈ 0.2 eV) and bridge (by ≈ 0.04 eV) site of the graphene
honeycomb cell. Consequently, independent of the tip
position atop the graphene honeycomb cell a bond con-
figuration in which the tip-terminating Au atom is posi-
tioned atop a C atom is preferred. This result is consis-
tent with the experimental finding of a site-independent
variation of δ with Vsample [Fig. 2(c)].

The atomic force induced by the applied field and the
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FIG. 3. (a) Model geometry comprising a quasi-one-
dimensional Au tip and free-standing graphene. (b) Calcu-
lated bond force Fb(Vsample) [Fb(0 V) set to 0 nN] for the
model geometry in (a) (solid lines) and a Au–C dimer (dashed
line). The electric field is applied perpendicular to the
graphene plane. Electron densities n1 < n2 are adjusted by
the Dirac point energy, −400 meV for n1 and −700 meV for
n2. Solid (Open) symbols reflect the presence (absence) of a
current I. (c) Spring constant kAu−C as a function of Vsample

for doping n2. (d) Spring constant kC as a function of Vsample

calculated for displacing a C atom at doping n2.

flowing current is calculated in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation and referred to as the bond force, Fb, in
the following. It is defined as the projection of FAu−FC

onto rAu−C, i. e., Fb = (FAu − FC)·rAu−C/|rAu−C|, with
FAu (FC) the total force acting on the Au (C) atom and
rAu−C = rC − rAu the vector from Au to C. The sign
of Fb is thus defined positive (negative) for attraction
(repulsion).

In addition to the model setup [Fig. 3(a)] a Au–C dimer
was considered in the calculations. Both configurations
reveal an unambiguous asymmetry of Fb with Vsample

[Fig. 3(b)] – it is repulsive for Vsample < 0 V and attrac-
tive for Vsample > 0 V. This behavior applies to different
electron doping levels n1 < n2 as well as to the pres-
ence or absence of a current I across the junction. In
particular, all models reveal similar Fb magnitudes and
a bond strengthening for positive Vsample, while devia-
tions arise mainly due to the different system sizes. For
Vsample > 0 V the calculated data reveal a slightly larger
Fb for n2 than for n1. The higher n-doping yields a
stronger screening in graphene which tends to increase
the voltage drop and local electric field at the Au–C con-
tact. This calculated result is compatible with the ex-
perimental observation of a more pronounced ∆f loop
for Li-intercalated graphene.

The sample voltage asymmetry of Fb entails a corre-
sponding asymmetry of the Au–C bond strength, which is
plotted as the Au–C spring constant, kAu−C, in Fig. 3(c).
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FIG. 4. (a) Hirshfeld charge analysis of electron transfer from
Au to C depending on Vsample calculated for the tip–graphene
model (squares) and the Au–C dimer (dots). (b) Induced elec-
tron density with respect to 0 V for the tip–graphene model
at Vsample = 0.5 V. Red (Green) shaded areas depict electron
loss (gain) with a density isosurface of 20 e/nm3 (e: elemen-
tary charge). (c) Like (b), Vsample = −0.5 V. The arrow in
(b) and (c) shows the electric-field direction.

To obtain kAu−C, the tip was displaced at constant
Vsample and the change in Fb evaluated. The increased
kAu−C at Vsample > 0 V supports the idea of graphene de-
tachment upon tip retraction. The detachment scenario
is further corroborated by the evolution of the spring con-
stant of a graphene C atom, kC, with Vsample [Fig. 3(d)],
which was obtained by the finite displacement of the C
atom along the surface normal. For increasing Vsample,
kC becomes significantly smaller. Therefore, the C atom
is more easily moved due to the attraction to the Au
atom for Vsample > 0 V than for Vsample < 0 V.

An important question to be answered concerns the
origin of the Vsample asymmetry of Fb. The charge trans-
fer in the Au–C dimer [dots in Fig. 4(a)] as well as be-
tween the Au tip and graphene (squares) was calculated
in a Hirshfeld charge analysis [30]. At Vsample = 0 V, i. e.,
at zero electric field, electrons are transferred from (less
electronegative) Au to (more electronegative) C of the
dimer leading to an electric dipole [31]. For Vsample > 0 V
(Vsample < 0 V) electron transfer from Au to C is en-
hanced (reduced) compared to 0 V. For the tip–graphene
model the electron transfer from the Au tip to graphene
follows the same trend, with Vsample > 0 V support-
ing the electron transfer from the Au tip to graphene,
which accumulates positive charge at the tip apex and
negative charge in the atomic environment of the con-
tacted graphene C atom [Fig. 4(b)]. The zero-bias dipole
is enhanced and the polar bond is strengthened for
Vsample > 0 V. For Vsample < 0 V, in contrast, elec-
tron transfer from Au to C is hindered and accumulates
the opposite charge at the atoms [Fig. 4(c)]. The polar
bond is thus weakened. This field-driven – rather than
current-induced – effect is consistent with the experimen-
tally observed nearly point-symmetric current with re-

spect to Vsample = 0 V in a Vsample interval where the
asymmetry of δ is already clearly visible [32]. More-
over, the calculated projected densities of states involving
the relevant pz, dxz, dyz orbitals [33] clearly reveal the
field-induced charge redistribution and show that posi-
tive (negative) Vsample tends to decrease (increase) the
Au–C bond length [34]. This mechanism differs from the
current-induced forces reported for homonuclear bonds
[35–38] where changes in bond strength were attributed
to modifications in the overlap population caused by the
nonequilibrium filling of scattering states, rather than to
charge transfer and dipole field interaction between the
components.

In conclusion, the combination of atomic force mi-
croscopy, density functional and nonequilibrium Green’s
function calculations unveils that the archteypical polar
bond between two atoms can individually be influenced
by the magnitude and orientation of an external electric
field. The control of a single polar chemical two-atom
bond proceeds via the field-induced charge transfer be-
tween the atoms with different electronegativity. Tai-
loring chemical bond strengths at the single-atom level
together with the possibility of applying and releasing
mechanical load open the path to locally distort matter
and explore its response. From a chemical point of view,
reactivity and catalytic activity may be accessed at the
atomic scale with the presented methods.
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